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Peace Wheels

 Chavech Hersavit Mananeshvi

The Wheel of Peaceful Intentions

Vilstrevat Skaravech Suhatvi

The Wheel of Peaceful Solutions 

Chahurarat Arskve Nisurat

The Wheel of the Peaceful Journey 

Manahech Sersuta Arechvi

The Wheel of Peaceful Communications 

Heleshvi Sarsata Hespavich

The Wheel of Peaceful Expectations

Mensuharat Utrahesvi Menesuh

The Wheel of Peaceful Manifestations 

Ersach Herenasvi Hersatach

The Wheel of Emotions of Deep Peace

These peace wheels have come at a time when there is much unrest around the world, allowing those 
who so choose to embody peace to far greater depth to be the change that allows for graceful birthing 
of the new reality. 

Almine released these wheels at the time of the blood moon, when there was heightened unrest in 
Russia, and she asked that all use the wheels in a ceremony to dismantle the threat of war by 
dismantling exclusivity or tribalism within ourselves.  The threat of unrest is still present, and the 
wheels are very powerful tools to support becoming at peace with life and dissolving the illusions that 
sustain judgement, tribalism (nationalism, possessive love, safety in numbers, exclusivity, prejudice, 
etc.), and seeing inequity and imperfection in life.  When we do not see perfection in our lives, we carry 
ghosts of the past, and we will battle them in life through others caught in illusion. This must come to 
an end if we are to live in the poise of self-sovereignty and create our own reality.

There are seven peace wheels, and contemplating on each will act as powerful guidance on how to live 
in peace—as states of awareness and attitudes that color all thought, feeling, word and deed.

When we have made peace with life, resistance dissolves and so does linear time.  We have then 
dissolved the four bands of Akasha that have bound us to the cycles of linear change and death and 
rebirth under the karmic laws of compensation.  In timelessness, there is nothing to disturb the mind, 
and we attain to effortless knowing and act on inevitability.  In that state, peace is no longer disturbed 
by self-doubt. On the journey to that blessed state, we have but to surrender in trust when a ripple of 
unrest disturbs the calmness of the mind.
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These peace wheels are a great tool in support of stilling the mind and entering into silence.  We will 
study each aspect and emphasize one wheel per day through the week ahead.  

While you focus on the 'wars' in your life, you are to offer all your efforts as proxy for all, in support of 
global peace and graceful birthing of the new reality.  As you dwell in the deep peace that comes from 
unwavering certainty in the benevolence and perfection of life, you become a force of blessings to all 
life. When lived as attitudes and states of awareness, the seven aspects of peace lead to self-government
—you become the bearer of peace through  self-governing your life. 

Below are suggestions on how to work with all seven wheels, and you can still emphasize one within 
the context of all seven. 

Embodying the seven aspects of peace

Place the wheels around you, with the first wheel in front of you and facing East. Lay out the next five 
wheels so that they form a sacred circle around you, and place the 7th  (Wheel of Emotions of Deep 
Peace) in front of the first.
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General Ceremony:

Bring intentions of peace for yourself or others, while contemplating on what needs illumination within 
your life in order to empower those intentions. You may focus on world issues, but translate those to 
your life. Or you may focus on your life, and then see how those intentions might translate into the 
world.  Focus on areas that trip you up in maintaining stillness of mind this week.  You will be guided 
to what needs to be eliminated by what disturbs you.  It may be annoyance at people in your life, odd 
images that invade and feel intrusive, 

Eliminate areas of life where you are in judgement (self, of others, of conditions, in value judgement 
about things being 'good' or 'bad', desirable or not, etc). Include present, past, and future (judgement 
about future is having negative expectations). 

Examples: 

• “I call forth the blessings of peace that come from seeing all experiences as perfection that has 
brought me to this profound moment of great potential awakening through complete surrender 
and acceptance”.

• “I call forth the blessings of peace from liberation from enmeshment in my relationships...”

• “I call forth the blessings of peace, knowing that the world I bear witness to—players and 
conditions—is within me, and as I eliminate all judgement the world is elevated to higher 
expression.” 

• “I call forth the blessings of peace that come from being free of any control from influences 
from any sources (including subliminal), as I open to sovereignty in mind.”

• “I call forth the blessings of peace that come with being able to be in true appreciation even as 
I face apparent challenges.”

• “I call forth the blessings of peace from releasing the past and dissolving all memories that 
have held me in distorted emotions and perceptions until now.”

Be as creative and call forth as many blessings as you wish. For each one, feel into a desire to have 
these blessings spread to every living being on the planet.

After stating your intentions, sit in meditation in the middle of the circle of wheels, and contemplate on 
each one and how that translates/relates to what you are working to eliminate/illuminate.  You may 
have great clarity on certain aspects and only a vague sense on others—let it be in perfection. For each 
wheel, you may optionally imagine it moving up through your body, from feet to above the Crown.  If 
it feels stuck anyhwere, use the breath until it moves through.

End with the wheel of Emotions of Deep Peace, and sit in that state for as long as you wish. When you 
are done, express gratitude for the gift of these powers wheels, then pick up the wheels in reverse order 
and put them away to be reused next time.
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Variations:

• 1- Do as above to lay out the wheels, and focus on one wheel. See your entire life in light of the 
power of this wheel.  Play out scenarios where you embody the principles deeply.  Then state 
blessings of peace for all beings, based on what you have been able to shift and integrate.

• 2- Lay down with the wheels stacked up at your feet (first on top and 7th on the bottom). Tune 
into an area of turmoil or resistance...feel it, then imagine resolution briefly (just in general 
ways rather than specific), then move back to the issue. Do this 2 or 3 times. Then empty your 
mind, and bring up the wheels one by one, contemplate on each one as general principles of 
higher living. You may want to have a list of the wheels in order for this.  When done all 
wheels, tune back into the issue and see how it feels. Then imagine resolution without 
attachment.

End variations with gratitude, as before.

Additional Elements of Ceremony:

Use Fragrance Alchemy oils as you feel inspired. The eight extraordinary meridian protocol to dispel 
illusion is a good one, as is the twelve ordinary meridian if there is a lot of emotionality around what 
you are working on. The full protocol to still the mind is also one you might consider.  You can also 
keep it very simple and use:

• Blend of Gods and Saffron on head point
• Rose and Henna at the heart point
• Lion of Judah 2 inches below the navel
• Henna on inner wrists (Per-6, for emotional peace)

Play a music elixir: The praise/love/gratitude blend is a good one, as is the Poetry of Dreaming music. 
Or play any other that is a favourite.  
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